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Brain injury *** (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 32 (11) Table of Contents here:

Articles published online first:

  Traumatic brain injury results in altered physiologic, but not subjective responses to emotional stimuli

  Critical appraisal of systematic reviews of executive function treatments in TBI

  Impact of wearing a helmet on the risk of hospitalization and intracranial haemorrhage after a sports injury

  Influence of study population definition on the effect of age on outcomes after blunt head trauma

  The effect of dexmedetomidine on haemodynamics during intracranial procedures: a meta-analysis
Association between cognitive ability and functional outcomes following traumatic brain injury using a computer-based neurocognitive battery

Saccadic impairment in chronic traumatic brain injury: examining the influence of cognitive load and injury severity

‘Thunder bolts and lightning’: survival and neurorehabilitation following out of hospital cardiac arrest secondary to lightning strike

The effect of linguistic background on rapid number naming: implications for native versus non-native English speakers on sideline-focused concussion assessments

Spirituality and its relationship with positive adjustment following traumatic brain injury: a scoping review

Disability and rehabilitation *** (Published fortnightly)

Current issue: Volume 40 (20), Table of Contents here:

Articles published online first:

- Factors influencing participation in physical activity after dysvascular amputation: a qualitative meta-synthesis

- “Living in a foreign country”: experiences of staff–patient communication in inpatient stroke settings for people with post-stroke aphasia and those supporting them

- Psychosocial aspects of the lived experience of multiple sclerosis: personal perspectives

- Caregiver burden after stroke: changes over time?

- A service evaluation of parent adherence with dysphagia management therapy guidelines: reports from family carers supporting children with complex needs in Greece

- The Turkish version of the MedRisk instrument for measuring patient satisfaction: measurement properties in physical therapy care among inpatients

- Insights into the nature of female sexuality from the perspective of female stroke survivors

- Relationship between wheelchair skills scores and peak aerobic exercise capacity of manual wheelchair users with spinal cord injury: a cross-sectional study

- Documenting the impact of stroke in a middle-income country: a Malaysian case study

- Identifying psychosocial difficulties of inpatients with substance use disorders: evaluation of the usefulness of the PARADISE24 for clinical practise

- Health professionals’ perceptions of the allied health role in the acute setting following hip and knee joint replacement surgery: a qualitative study
Stakeholder perspectives for possible residual limb monitoring system for persons with lower-limb amputation

Are people with lower limb amputation changing? A seven-year analysis of patient characteristics at admission to inpatient rehabilitation and at discharge

Managing limb pain using virtual reality: a systematic review of clinical and experimental studies

Posttraumatic stress disorder symptom clusters and substance use among patients with upper limb amputations due to traumatic injury

Clinical rehabilitation **** (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 32 (10) Table of Contents: here

Articles published online first:

Partially dead, partially separated: establishing the mechanism between ambiguous loss and grief reaction among caregivers of patients with prolonged disorders of consciousness

Pain management strategies among persons with long-term shoulder pain after stroke – a qualitative study

Cost-effectiveness of the HiBalance training program for elderly with Parkinson’s disease: analysis of data from a randomized controlled trial

Addition of blood flow restriction to passive mobilization reduces the rate of muscle wasting in elderly patients in the intensive care unit: a within-patient randomized trial

The effectiveness of backward walking as a treatment for people with gait impairments: a systematic review and meta-analysis

How is sexuality after stroke experienced by stroke survivors and partners of stroke survivors? A systematic review of qualitative studies

Comparative study of psychometric properties of three assessment tools for degenerative rotator cuff disease

Journal of rehabilitation medicine * (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 50 (9) Table of contents here

Editor’s choice in this issue:

Effectiveness of multidisciplinary programmes for clinical pain conditions: An umbrella review
American journal of physical medicine & rehabilitation *** (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 97 (10) Table of contents here

Articles published online first:

  Morel-Lavallee lesion of the right thigh mimicking sarcoma.
  A Rare Case of Enoxaparin Induced Skin Necrosis Without Thrombocytopenia

International journal of rehabilitation research *** (Published quarterly)

Current issue: Volume 41 (3) here

  Reliability and validity of the shortened Singapore versions of the Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory
  Effects of functional electrical stimulation-cycling on shoulder pain and subluxation in patients with acute–subacute stroke: a pilot study
  Manual function of the unaffected upper extremity can affect functional outcome after stroke
  Turkish adaptation of Parkinson fatigue scale and investigating its psychometric properties
  Clinical study of combined mirror and extracorporeal shock wave therapy on upper limb spasticity in poststroke patients

Journal of rehabilitation * (Published quarterly)

Current issue: July – September 2018 Volume 84 (3) here

Neurorehabilitation and neural repair **** (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 32 (9) Table of Contents here

Articles published online first:

  Electrical Somatosensory Stimulation in Early Rehabilitation of Arm Paresis After Stroke: A Controlled Trial
Integrative CNS Plasticity With Exercise in MS: The PRIMERS (PRocessing, Integration of Multisensory Exercise-Related Stimuli) Conceptual Framework

Relating Anticipatory Postural Adjustments to Step Outcomes During Loss of Balance in People With Parkinson’s Disease

Repetitive Peripheral Sensory Stimulation and Upper Limb Performance in Stroke: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis

Archives of physical medicine and rehabilitation *** (Published monthly)

Current issue: Volume 99 (10) Table of contents here

Articles published online first:

Development of the Measure of Experiential Aspects of Participation for people with disabilities

Efficacy of internet-delivered mindfulness for improving depression in caregivers of people with spinal cord injuries and chronic neuropathic pain; A randomized controlled feasibility trial

The effectiveness of non-surgical interventions for managing adhesive capsulitis in patients with diabetes: A systematic review

Added value of isolated core postural control training on knee pain and function in women with patellofemoral pain syndrome: a randomized controlled trial

The Rehabilitation Treatment Specification System: Implications for improvements in research design, reporting, replication, and synthesis

Advancing Rehabilitation Practice Through Improved Specification of Interventions

A Theory-Driven System for the Specification of Rehabilitation Treatments

An end to the black box of rehabilitation?

The Importance of Voluntary Behavior in Rehabilitation Treatment and Outcomes

The Burden of Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury in the United States: Disability-Adjusted Life Years

The effectiveness of exercise interventions for pain reduction in people with multiple sclerosis: a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials.

Benchmarks of significant change after aphasia rehabilitation

Ability of Patient Reported Outcomes to Characterize Patient Acceptable Symptom State (PASS) After Attending a Primary Care Physical Therapist/Medical Doctor Collaborative Service: Cross Sectional Study
Trajectories of self-efficacy and depressed mood, and their relationship in the first 12 months following spinal cord injury

The Association Of Performance Status And Disease Severity In Patients With Chronic Graft-Versus-Host Disease

The TBI-CareQOL Measurement System: Development and preliminary validation of health-related quality of life measures for caregivers of civilians and service members/veterans with traumatic brain injury

Investigation of a New Couples Intervention for Individuals with Brain Injury: A Randomized Controlled Trial

Examining motor tasks of differing complexity after concussion in adolescents

The effects of the surface texture and weight of a pinch apparatus on the reliability and validity of a hand sensorimotor control assessment in carpal tunnel syndrome

Did Clarification of Medicare Guidelines Change Outpatient Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy Usage? A retrospective analysis
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